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Wing Loading Chart Interpretation
PD provides canopy sizing charts to help you select the size and type of canopy you
will enjoy the most. We divide these sizing charts into categories based on the type
of canopy, its size, and your exit weight. These categories indicate the level of skill
and experience necessary to successfully operate a particular model/size at a
particular wing loading.
Since jump numbers are not a good indication of a person's canopy piloting abilities,
there is no specific number of jumps associated with any of the categories. It is
possible for someone with very few jumps to have a great understanding of canopy
flight, just as there are people with many jumps who have never taken the time to
really "learn" any canopy they have flown.
The weights listed in the sizing charts are the maximum exit weights for each
category, not the recommended weights. If your exit weight is at or below the
weight listed for the Intermediate category, but above the weight listed for the
Novice category, you would be in the Intermediate category under that size and
type of canopy. If your exit weight is just above the weight listed in the
Intermediate category, you would fall under the Advanced category for that canopy.
Canopies in the Student category are appropriate for people who are just
beginning our wonderful sport and have only a minimal knowledge of canopy
control. These jumpers rely on their instructors to choose the appropriate canopy for
them, so the sizing information we provide for this category is mainly to help
instructors make those decisions. Students may also find it useful to discuss this
information with their instructors as part of their introduction to canopy sizing and
selection.
Canopies in the Novice category are appropriate for jumpers who are progressing
beyond the basic student level. These people have a basic understanding of canopy
flight but haven't had a whole lot of experience with certain situations (downwind,
long spot, off landings, obstacle avoidance, etc.). Staying on a canopy that is still
somewhat forgiving allows a novice to make mistakes and learn from them while
gaining experience and improving their basic canopy skills. A jumper of any
experience level might also choose a canopy in the Student or Novice category if he
or she wishes to fly a very "docile" canopy for any reason.
Intermediate canopies are intended for jumpers who have begun to develop a
more complete set of canopy skills. A jumper flying a canopy in this category should
consistently demonstrate good basic canopy skills and may be starting to
experiment with more "advanced" techniques. These people may choose to
challenge their skills by flying at a slightly higher wing loading on conservative
canopies, or by conservatively loading more aggressive canopies like the Stiletto.
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The Advanced category is intended for someone who has thoroughly practiced and
refined his or her basic piloting skills. This person should also have practiced more
advanced skills under less aggressive canopies and learned how to get the best
performance from his or her previous canopy. Experience and practice will have
taught him or her how to deal effectively with unexpected situations. A skydiver
should also be reasonably current before jumping a canopy in this category, and
should continue jumping frequently if he or she intends to use this type of canopy.
The Expert category is for jumpers who truly desire to be expert canopy pilots and
have devoted considerable time and effort toward achieving this goal. They have
extensive experience flying less aggressive canopies and have already demonstrated
advanced skills. They are likely to be full-time, professional skydivers or dedicated
sport jumpers who skydive year-round and make a large number of jumps per year.
Although the expert is always learning, as we all are, he or she has mastered many
aspects of canopy flight and is dedicated to fully exploring his or her canopy's
performance capabilities. The members of the PD Factory Team come to mind...
The Maximum exit weight listed for each canopy is the "never exceed" limit. It is
not necessarily a structural limit: our canopies are tough, and have been tested well
beyond the published limits, so a canopy will not necessarily disintegrate if it is
loaded beyond this maximum weight. However, testing and experience has shown
that relatively few people can skillfully and successfully land a canopy that is loaded
beyond this weight. Aside from the landings, performance in other areas may also
be extremely limited. Some people routinely load our canopies beyond the published
limits, but you should be aware that there are significant disadvantages to doing so.
You should also be aware that the maximum limit for a reserve canopy is, in fact, a
legal limit based on FAA certification requirements.
It is also important to note that most of our canopies do not have a fixed Minimum
exit weight. Most PD canopies have the abbreviation "VLC" listed in this category,
which stands for "varies with landing conditions." What does that mean? A lightly
loaded canopy may be very docile and forgiving in light winds, but may be affected
significantly by strong winds and turbulence. Jumpers with very light wing loadings
may not be comfortable, or have as much control, in conditions that jumpers with
higher wing loadings find acceptable. Unfortunately many people are told they are
"under-loading" their canopies when this is really not the case. There is nothing
wrong if a jumper with an exit weight of 120 lbs. chooses to fly a 190 square-foot
canopy. If the manufacturer does not list a specific minimum exit weight for that
canopy, there is no technical basis for saying the canopy is "under-loaded." As with
any other wing loading, there will be advantages and disadvantages. For instance, he
or she may be very happy on no-wind days when other jumpers are struggling to
land comfortably, but he or she might be wise to stay on the ground when the winds
are strong and gusty.
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